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Abstract: Computational thinking courses can cultivate students’ ability to apply logic in the fields of mathematics and information science. The new 12-year Basic Education Curriculum Guidelines were implemented in Fall 2019 in Taiwan. Courses on computational thinking, problem solving, and programming are contained in the technology education field in junior and senior high schools. Swift Playgrounds is an innovative app for the iPad and Mac that makes learning Swift interactive and fun. No programming knowledge is required to use Swift Playgrounds, making it very suitable for beginners. This study was carried out by letting elementary school teachers and students participate in Swift Playgrounds computational thinking courses. By trying this app, teachers of different disciplines attempted to realize more learning situations. Students learned how to cope with functions and loop skills by playing with “Byte”, which is a character in Swift Playgrounds. There were three purposes for this study: first, designing a computational thinking course for the most basic part, “Hello! Byte”, in Swift Playgrounds; second, assigning elementary school teachers to assess the qualitative analysis of tasks in Swift Playgrounds; and third, assigning elementary school students to do the tasks and assign a difficulty index in Swift Playgrounds after learning with this app. The results show that most teachers considered this approach to be able to improve logical thinking and inferential capability after assessing, and most students considered functions quite difficult after using the app. According to the students’ indices, about 86 percent of students considered that adding commands is easy, and about 37 percent of students considered that functions are easy. On the other hand, about 24 percent of students considered that applying the Slotted Stairways is difficult, and about 34 percent of students considered that using loops is hard. It is suggested that more instructions for the course or extendibility for classes is required.
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1. Introduction

Computational thinking through programming is attracting increased attention, as it is considered an ideal pathway for the development of 21st-century skills; this has led to K-12 initiatives around the world and a rapid increase in relevant research studies [1,2]. Computational thinking is considered an ideal skill for future development [3,4]. Educating future generations in programming and computational thinking is not trivial, and many different platforms and teaching approaches can be used for this purpose [5–7]. Swift is one tool for learning programming, and it is a development tool specially designed for designing iOS applications [8,9]. Swift Playgrounds, announced at the Apple Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC) in June 2016, is an innovative and powerful app and an exceptionally simple way to build user interfaces across all Apple platforms using the power of Swift. It provides several-hour programming courses, suitable for children and beginners learning programming, and can build user interfaces for any Apple device using just one set of tools and APIs. Beginners can grasp the basic concept of using Swift through tasks, and the strong multitouch function allows easier learning of programming with Swift...
Playgrounds. Simply by touching and dragging commands or inputting text and numbers, the users can interact with the game’s role for programming and further learn the basic and solid grammar components of Swift, such as functions, loops, variables, parameters, and arrays [10].

Computational thinking is becoming more important in global information science and information curricula, and methods for including it in curricula are being sought [11–13]. More than 50 countries now participate in the Bebras challenge, which began in 2004. Its thematic short questions allow students from elementary schools through to senior high schools to solve problems online; the problem-solving time for each is about 3–5 min. Some computational thinking skills, e.g., mathematics, abstract making, computational thinking, problem solving, and estimation and induction, are also included. Bebras questions cover algorithms, data structures, programming, the Internet, databases, and social and moral issues [14].

In the experimental class in this study, 29 G5 students attended the 2018 Bebras International Challenge on Informatics and Computational Thinking in the first term and participated in the Swift Playgrounds computational thinking curriculum in the second term of the 2018 academic year. Practice with Bebras questions could train students’ computational thinking capabilities, including programming capability, problem solving skills, decomposition of complicated tasks into simple components, algorithm design, and pattern recognition, to conform to the Curriculum Guidelines of 12-Year Basic Education—Technology, covering data representation, processing, analysis, algorithms, and information technology applications [15].

Consequently, this study aimed to (1) design a six-session Swift Playgrounds iPad app computational thinking course for elementary schools, (2) arrange for nine elementary school teachers to assess the tasks in the Swift Playgrounds iPad app and to provide qualitative analysis, and (3) arrange for 29 elementary school G5 students to provide difficulty analyses of task learning with the Swift Playgrounds iPad app.

2. Literature Review

Computational thinking [16,17] includes data collection, data analysis, pattern searching, abstract making, data resolution, modeling, and algorithms. Computational thinking can be applied in real life to break down problems, make complicated problems into simpler ones, and follow the context to solve problems and gain more information [18,19]. Its application to each subject is similar to including computational thinking in the technology field, in 12-year Basic Education [15]. A transnational study on robotics education between China and the USA developed a tool to evaluate elementary school G5 students’ computational thinking capability, to assist students in learning problem challenges and computational thinking capability [20]. The Swedish government introduced digital computational thinking capability training courses and included them in the K–9 programming curriculum in 2018. More than 100,000 teachers had to learn programming and computational thinking instruction in a short period [21]. Such a changing trend of thought is unprecedented; even the 2019 12-year Basic Education Curriculum Guidelines in Taiwan stressed the teaching of a computational thinking curriculum.

For the challenge of computational thinking, the Italy Bebras official website [22] has provided services to teachers and students since 2015 to support task preparation and train students in solving problems; it manages about 25,000 teams and training courses. Lithuania and the UK have supported curriculum teaching and practice for the Bebras challenge, using the Bebras platform [14] to encourage students in information technology and computational thinking and educators in taking the computational thinking syllabus into account. The Bebras challenge provides creative and interesting tasks. Previous research [23] analyzed the Bebras task performance of 115,400 G3–G12 students in Italy, Australia, Finland, Lithuania, South Africa, Switzerland, and Canada; Bebras task performance data were collected and analyzed to reflect learning in computational thinking challenges. Algorithm and data representation questions dominated the performance of
challenge tasks, comprising about 75–90%. For this reason, when providing teachers with a computational thinking curriculum, algorithm and data representation questions could be listed as the main points, and abstract, parallel, and question resolution items should be supplemental [24]. The author of [25] arranged for elementary school G5 students to participate in the 2017 Bebras International computational thinking challenge and discussed questions for elementary school students via Padlet and team discussion; the technology acceptance model tool was used for 333 students filling in feedback on the “perceived usefulness” of Padlet, and 74.4% of them considered it helpful.

In the Everyone Can Code plan in Chicago [26], the curriculum in the full-featured app was designed by Apple, allowing students to construct personal designs by exploring basic coding concepts. It provided all G3–G12 students with opportunities for coding education, as well as volunteers and students with opportunities for practicing programming in local enterprises to expand opportunities for students cultivating coding skills and inquiring into career development. KIBO’s programming kit [27] was composed of 21 unique cards to assemble complicated sequences, including loops and conditional and embedded statements. Furthermore, in order to enhance interdisciplinary integration of STEAM, the tool contained various art creation materials for children making personalized products. Falloon indicated in research in 2016 [28] that the Scratch Jnr coding curriculum for students aged 5 and 6 in New Zealand provided an important method to train students in complicated computational thinking and critical thinking ability, and it provided critical evidence for teachers of the students’ thinking processes in computational tasks. Regarding the coding curriculum in elementary schools in Italy [29], vocational high school students, in the theoretical framework provided in computational thinking, taught junior high school and elementary school students to use the App Inventor to create apps on smartphones in an Android environment; this formed an interesting cooperation pattern between elementary schools and high schools.

3. Research Method and Results

A survey research method was utilized in this study. The researcher instructed a G5 computer class. The designed teaching process contained 6 sessions, with 1 session (40 min) per week practiced in the computer class. Nine teachers from different fields were invited to try out and assess the “Hello! Byte” computational thinking curriculum on Swift Playgrounds, and 29 students learnt the “Hello! Byte” computational thinking course on Swift Playgrounds. After participating in the experiential learning, teachers and students responded to a Google form to explain their qualitative analysis and difficulty analysis of the computational thinking curriculum. In Figure 1, the Google Form of the feedback for the degree of difficulty is shown in the screenshot. In Figure 2, the screenshot on the left is the role of “Byte” in the Swift Playground app, and the one on the right presents the scene of the task for the coding game.

3.1. Teaching Process Design and Feedback Analysis after Students’ Learning of Swift Playgrounds Computational Thinking

A Google form was used to collect difficulty feedback from the 29 elementary school G5 students after they learned the Swift Playgrounds computational thinking curriculum, from Task I to Task VIII, for six sessions (240 min). The feedback was analyzed using a Google form linear scale (the most difficult tasks were given a score of 1, the easiest tasks were given 10). The researcher proposed a linear difficulty scale of 1–3 as difficult, 4–7 as moderate, and 8–10 as easy, as shown in Figures 3–12.
3.1. Teaching Process Design and Feedback Analysis after Students' Learning of Swift Playgrounds Computational Thinking

A Google form was used to collect difficulty feedback from the 29 elementary school G5 students after they learned the Swift Playgrounds computational thinking curriculum, from Task I to Task VIII, for six sessions (240 min). The feedback was analyzed using a Google form linear scale (the most difficult tasks were given a score of 1, the easiest tasks were given 10). The researcher proposed a linear difficulty scale of 1–3 as difficult, 4–7 as moderate, and 8–10 as easy, as shown in Figures 3–12.

**Figure 1.** The Google Form of the feedback for the degree of difficulty was shown in the screenshot. The Chinese meaning of this picture is the feedback of the degree of difficulty for Task I “Issuing Commands”.

**Figure 2.** The Screenshot of the Swift Playground app presents the role of “Byte” and the scene of the task for the coding game (Retrieved 13 October 2020, from https://www.apple.com/swift/playgrounds, accessed on 13 October 2020).
Difficulty analysis of Task II: “Adding a New Command”.

Difficulty analysis of Task III: “Toggling a Switch”.

Difficulty analysis of Task IV: “Portal Practice”.

Difficulty analysis of Task I: “Issuing Commands”.

**Figure 3.** Difficulty analysis of Task I: “Issuing Commands”.

**Figure 4.** Difficulty analysis of Task II: “Adding a New Command”.

**Figure 5.** Difficulty analysis of Task III: “Toggling a Switch”.

**Figure 6.** Difficulty analysis of Task IV: “Portal Practice”.
collects jewels to reach the destination. In Figure 7, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task VI: “Creating a New Function”. 4 students considered the degree of ease to be 4 (13.8%). In total, 19 students (65.5%) considered Task VI to be easy (degree of ease 8–10), 16 students (55%) considered Task VI to be moderate (degree of ease 4–7), and 2 students (6.8%) considered Task VI to be difficult (degree of ease 1–3).

Figure 8. Task VI: “Creating a New Function”.

Figure 7. Difficulty analysis of Task V: “Composing a New Behavior”.

Figure 9. Difficulty analysis of Task VI: “Creating a New Function”.

Figure 10. Task VII: “Slotted Stairways”.

Figure 11. Difficulty analysis of Task VII: “Slotted Stairways”.

The teacher demonstrates the iPad picture, prompts task goals, and establishes a problem. But what if you need to turn right more than once? It would be more efficient to put all those left turns into a turnLeft() command that you run multiple times.

Commands like turnRight() are actually functions that perform a body of work. You’ve already been using functions—every command you’ve used to this point has actually been a function that we’ve provided for you. To define a function, enter a set of commands between the { and } curly braces to give it its behavior.

1. Select the inside of the function body (between the { and } curly braces).
2. Enter three turnLeft() commands.
3. Beneath the function, use existing commands along with turnRight() to toggle open the closed switch.

```swift
func turnRight() {
    turnLeft() // 3 times
    turnLeft()
    turnLeft()
}
```

The teacher displays the iPad picture and prompts the task picture and goals as shown in Figure 8. By pressing “execute my code” on the picture, the “Byte” moves forward, turns left, moves forward, turns right, moves forward, turns right, moves forward, turns left, turns left, moves forward, turnRight() function by adding the command turnLeft() 3 times in func turnRight(){ }, and subsequently uses the function to complete the program command and function, as shown in Figure 11.

The task can be decomposed into 3 minor tasks, which are simplified with functions or commands for subsequent use of the Slotted Stairways. To practice the establishment of the solveRow(){} to complete the program command and function, as shown in Figure 10, the commands to move forward 2 steps, turn left twice (turn backward), and move forward 2 steps are added in func collectGemTurnAround(){ }. To practice the establishment of the solveRow(){} to complete the program command and function, as shown in Figure 11.

The “Byte” repeatedly collects jewels back and forth. This major task can be further decomposed into 3 minor tasks. The teacher demonstrates the iPad picture, prompts task goals, and establishes a problem. But what if you need to turn right more than once? It would be more efficient to put all those left turns into a turnLeft() command that you run multiple times.

Commands like turnRight() are actually functions that perform a body of work. You’ve already been using functions—every command you’ve used to this point has actually been a function that we’ve provided for you. To define a function, enter a set of commands between the { and } curly braces to give it its behavior.

1. Select the inside of the function body (between the { and } curly braces).
2. Enter three turnLeft() commands.
3. Beneath the function, use existing commands along with turnRight() to toggle open the closed switch.

```swift
func turnRight() {
    turnLeft() // 3 times
    turnLeft()
    turnLeft()
}
```

The teacher displays the iPad picture and prompts the task picture and goals as shown in Figure 8. By pressing “execute my code” on the picture, the “Byte” moves forward, turns left, moves forward, turns right, moves forward, turns right, moves forward, turns left, turns left, moves forward, turnRight() function by adding the command turnLeft() 3 times in func turnRight(){ }, and subsequently uses the function to complete the program command and function, as shown in Figure 11.

The task can be decomposed into 3 minor tasks, which are simplified with functions or commands for subsequent use of the Slotted Stairways. To practice the establishment of the solveRow(){} to complete the program command and function, as shown in Figure 10, the commands to move forward 2 steps, turn left twice (turn backward), and move forward 2 steps are added in func collectGemTurnAround(){ }. To practice the establishment of the solveRow(){} to complete the program command and function, as shown in Figure 11.
Task VII: Preceding the “Slotted Stairways” task in “Hello! Byte” on Swift Playgrounds, the teacher displays the iPad picture and prompts the task picture and goals as in the following figure. The “Byte” repeatedly collects jewels back and forth. This major task can be decomposed into 3 minor tasks, which are simplified with functions or commands for subsequent use of the Slotted Stairways. To practice the establishment of the collectGemTurnAround() function, in Figure 10, the commands to move forward 2 steps, collect jewels, turn left twice (turn backward), and move forward 2 steps are added in func collectGemTurnAround(){}.

To practice the establishment of the solveRow(){} to complete the minor task of collecting 2 jewels, on the left of the figure, the commands collectGemTurnAround() 2 times, turn left 3 times (turning right), move forward, and turn left are added in func solveRow(){}.

By pressing “execute my code” on the picture, the “Byte” executes the different commands, functions, and Slotted Stairways. In Figure 11, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task VII: “Slotted Stairways”, 5 students (17.1%) considered Task VII to be easy (degree of ease 8–10), 17 students (58.6%) considered Task VII to be moderate (degree of ease 4–7), and 7 students (24.1%) considered Task VII to be difficult (degree of ease 1–3).

Task VIII: Preceding the “Loop Jumper” task in “Hello! Byte” on Swift Playgrounds, the teacher demonstrates the iPad picture and prompts task pictures and goals. To find the step for repeatedly operating tasks on the picture, the part which is to be repeatedly executed can be searched on the task picture. After adding commands to move forward 2 steps, collect jewels, turn right, move forward, turn left, move forward 2 steps, collect jewels, turn right, move forward, enter Portal, exit Portal, and turn left for i in 1 ... 2 {}, “execute my code” in the picture is pressed to have the “Byte” move forward, turn left, repeat the above loop twice, move forward 2 steps, and collect jewels to reach the destination, in Figure 12.

In Figure 13, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task VIII: “Loop Jumper”, 5 students (17.1%) considered Task VIII to be easy (degree of ease 8–10), 14 students (48.2%) considered Task VIII to be moderate (degree of ease 4–7), and 10 students (34.4%) considered Task VIII to be difficult (degree of ease 1–3).
3.1.1. Coding Command (80 min)

Task I: Preceding the “Issuing Commands” task in “Hello! Byte” on Swift Playgrounds, the teacher displays the iPad picture, prompts task goals, touches it with their finger, and writes to add commands moveForward() and collectGem(). After adding the commands and pressing “execute my code” on the picture, the “Byte” moves forward 3 steps (1 step for going up/down the stairs), collects jewels, and reaches the destination. In Figure 3, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task I: “Issuing Commands”, 24 students, among the 29, considered the degree of ease to be 10 (82.8%), 1 student considered the degree of ease to be 9 (3.4%), and 2 students considered the degree of ease to be 8 (6.9%). In total, 27 students (93.1%) considered Task I: “Issuing Commands” to be easy.

Task II: Preceding the “Adding a New Command” task in “Hello! Byte” on Swift Playgrounds, the teacher demonstrates the iPad picture, prompts task goals, continues the previous task, and adds the command turnLeft(). After adding the command and pressing “execute my code” on the picture, the “Byte” moves forward 2 steps, turns left, moves forward 2 steps, and collects jewels to reach the destination. In Figure 4, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task II: “Adding a New Command”, 18 students considered the degree of ease to be 10 (62.1%) and 7 students considered the degree of ease to be 9 (24.1%). In total, 25 students (86.2%) considered Task II: “Adding a New Command” to be easy.

Task III: Preceding the “Toggling a Switch” task in “Hello! Byte” on Swift Playgrounds, the teacher displays the iPad picture, prompts task goals, continues the previous task, and adds the command toggleSwitch(). After adding the command and pressing “execute my code” on the picture, the “Byte” moves forward 2 steps, turns left, moves forward, collects jewels, moves forward, turns left, moves forward, and performs a Toggling a Switch to reach the destination. In Figure 5, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task III: “Toggling a Switch”, 14 students considered the degree of ease to be 10 (48.3%), 4 students considered the degree of ease to be 9 (13.8%), and 8 students considered the degree of ease to be 8 (27.6%). In total, 26 students (89.7%) considered Task III: “Toggling a Switch” to be easy.

Task IV: Preceding the “Portal Practice” task in “Hello! Byte” on Swift Playgrounds, the teacher demonstrates the iPad picture, prompts task goals, continues the previous task, and adds the command toggleSwitch(). After adding the command and pressing “execute my code” on the picture, the “Byte” moves forward 3 steps, turns left 3 times (without the command to turn right), moves forward 3 steps, and collects jewels to reach the destination. In Figure 6, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task IV: “Portal Practice”, 7 students considered the degree of ease to be 10 (24.1%), 8 students considered the degree of ease to be 9 (27.6%), and 4 students considered the degree of ease to be 4 (13.8%). In total, 19 students (65.5%) considered Task IV: “Portal Practice” to be easy.

3.1.2. Building Functions (80 min)

Task V: Preceding the “Composing a New Behavior” task in “Hello! Byte” on Swift Playgrounds, the teacher displays the iPad picture, prompts task goals, continues the previous task, and presses “execute my code” on the picture. The “Byte” moves forward 3 steps, turns left 3 times (without the command to turn right), moves forward 3 steps, and collects jewels to reach the destination. In Figure 7, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task V: “Composing a New Behavior”, 9 students considered the degree of ease to be 10 (31%), 6 students considered the degree of ease to be 9 (20.7%), and 4 students considered the degree of ease to be 4 (13.8%). In total, 19 students (65.5%) considered Task V: “Composing a New Behavior” to be easy.

Task VI: Preceding the “Creating a New Function” task in “Hello! Byte” on Swift Playgrounds, the teacher demonstrates the iPad picture, prompts task goals, and establishes a turnRight() function by adding the command turnLeft() 3 times in func turnRight() {}, and subsequently uses the function to complete the program command and function, as shown
in Figure 8. By pressing “execute my code” on the picture, the “Byte” moves forward, turns left, moves forward, turns right, moves forward, turns right, moves forward, enters the Portal, exits the Portal, turns right, moves forward, turns left, moves forward, and does a Toggling a Switch to reach the destination. In Figure 9, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task VI: “Creating a New Function”, 11 students (37.8%) considered Task VI to be easy (degree of ease 8–10), 16 students (55%) considered Task VI to be moderate (degree of ease 4–7), and 2 students (6.8%) considered Task VI to be difficult (degree of ease 1–3).

Task VII: Preceding the “Slotted Stairways” task in “Hello! Byte” on Swift Playgrounds, the teacher displays the iPad picture and prompts the task picture and goals as in the following figure. The “Byte” repeatedly collects jewels back and forth. This major task can be decomposed into 3 minor tasks, which are simplified with functions or commands for subsequent use of the Slotted Stairways. To practice the establishment of the collectGemTurnAround() function, in Figure 10, the commands to move forward 2 steps, collect jewels, turn left twice (turn backward), and move forward 2 steps are added in func collectGemTurnAround(){ }. To practice the establishment of the sloverow() to complete the minor task of collecting 2 jewels, on the left of the figure, the commands collectGemTurnAround() 2 times, turn left 3 times (turning right), move forward, and turn left are added in func sloverow(){ }. By pressing “execute my code” on the picture, the “Byte” executes the different commands, functions, and Slotted Stairways. In Figure 11, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task VII: “Slotted Stairways”, 5 students (17.1%) considered Task VII to be easy (degree of ease 8–10), 17 students (58.6%) considered Task VII to be moderate (degree of ease 4–7), and 7 students (24.1%) considered Task VII to be difficult (degree of ease 1–3).

3.1.3. Building Loops (80 min)

Task VIII: Preceding the “Loop Jumper” task in “Hello! Byte” on Swift Playgrounds, the teacher demonstrates the iPad picture and prompts task pictures and goals. To find the step for repeatedly operating tasks on the picture, the part which is to be repeatedly executed can be searched on the task picture. After adding commands to move forward 2 steps, collect jewels, turn right, move forward, turn left, move forward 2 steps, collect jewels, turn right, move forward, enter Portal, exit Portal, and turn left for \( i \) in 1 . . . 2 \{, “execute my code” in the picture is pressed to have the “Byte” move forward, turn left, repeat the above loop twice, move forward 2 steps, and collect jewels to reach the destination, in Figure 12. In Figure 13, the result of the difficulty analysis for class students learning Task VIII: “Loop Jumper”, 5 students (17.1%) considered Task VIII to be easy (degree of ease 8–10), 14 students (48.2%) considered Task VIII to be moderate (degree of ease 4–7), and 10 students (34.4%) considered Task VIII to be difficult (degree of ease 1–3).

Figure 13. Difficulty analysis of Task VIII: “Loop Jumper”.
The students are requested to fill in the Google form “student feedback on iPad Swift Playgrounds learning”.

3.2. Qualitative Feedback Analysis after Teachers’ Assessments of Swift Playgrounds

Nine teachers—2 gifted education program teachers, 2 English teachers, 2 ICT teachers, 2 science teachers, and 1 art teacher—were asked to assess the Swift Playgrounds iPad app. During the Professional Learning Community (PLC) gathering time, lasting about 2 h, they learned computational thinking and programming on their own and then filled in the Google form. From Table 1, which presents qualitative feedback analysis of the teachers’ assessments of the computational thinking curriculum, most teachers considered that the basic course “Hello! Byte” on the Swift Playgrounds iPad app could train logical thinking and reasoning ability to largely help beginners learn a basic programming.

Table 1. Qualitative feedback analysis after teachers’ assessments of Swift Playgrounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>The Most Impressive?</th>
<th>Importance of Programming to the Future?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher A</td>
<td>gifted education program</td>
<td>The picture is exquisite and cute and the instruction steps are clear for self-learning.</td>
<td>Helps students dismantle problems, think of problem-solving steps, and write the steps with a specific execution sequence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher B</td>
<td>gifted education program</td>
<td>A fun program. Hopefully, I can continue to play and learn at home.</td>
<td>Everything could be controlled with programs. It allows me to realize that there are still many things to invent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher C</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>It is interesting to combine English with coding, and would be motivating for learning English.</td>
<td>Trains logic thinking, reasoning, computation, and, of course, English ability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher D</td>
<td>information technology education</td>
<td>It teaches programming with a drag-and-drop app and is presented with text, allowing students to get into the programming world earlier.</td>
<td>The app could train personal logic and allow oneself to better organize both programs and life. It is an excellent app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher E</td>
<td>science and technology</td>
<td>It combines complete space and logic concepts to easily attract learners practicing the course step by step. It is a good teaching material.</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher F</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>After comprehending the hierarchical learning process, it is easy to execute.</td>
<td>It allows for learning different languages and cultivating logic reasoning capability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher G</td>
<td>art and humanities</td>
<td>It is quite interesting and needs time for solving problems.</td>
<td>It could be combined with information technology to enhance students’ learning interests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher H</td>
<td>information technology education</td>
<td>It has a rich picture/text interface to largely help beginners learn basic programming design.</td>
<td>Basic logic concept establishment and simple programming applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher I</td>
<td>science and technology</td>
<td>It could train logical thinking and reasoning capability. Tasks are interesting.</td>
<td>Structured learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions and Suggestions

In the 12-year Basic Education practiced in 2019, the technology field reinforced problem solving and programming in computational thinking. This study re-wrote a lesson plan for technology pilot schools in the 2018 academic year into a paper. Computational thinking skills are becoming essential in all aspects of work and life and have become a part of the K-12 curriculum around the world [30]. For the many different program languages and computational thinking courses, the use of different training and learning tools has
essential learning effectiveness [20,31–33]. In the study, a Swift Playgrounds computational thinking curriculum, lasting six sessions, was first developed, and nine elementary school teachers were asked to assess Swift Playgrounds. It was discovered that the tool could train students in logical thinking and reasoning capability. After the research, most teachers considered the tool as being able to train logical thinking and reasoning capability. Analysis of the students’ learning feedback showed that 86% and 37% of students regarded adding commands and functions, respectively, as being easy, while 24% and 34% of students considered applying the unit step function and using loops, respectively, as being difficult. It is suggested that the curriculum should be explained in detail, or the schedule extended to allow most students to keep up with the schedule.

Before the end of the course, the teacher announced the codes for all tasks. This allowed students to build the learning scaffold and complete task operations more fluently during self-learning. All students were asked to fill in their feedback on a Google form in the last session, for summative evaluation. Swift Playgrounds is an iOS app. It can only be learned on an iPad, and most schools in the nation could not furnish each student, or even each class, with an iPad for this learning experience. A class was therefore arranged for trial teaching in this study. For a second class, we would need to establish students in different classes but with the same seat number on Swift Playgrounds for the “Hello! Byte” course. These restrictions might be factors that adversely affect the popularity of the course. Apple could release the app for different platforms to allow access to more teachers and students for learning.
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